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Title: (U//FOUO) Subfile Opening Document

Date: 08/08/2012

To: 

From: MILWAUKEE
    KW-5
    Contact:

Approved By: 

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609-Financial (U) Wade Michael Page;
    HST - White Supremacist
    Extremists;

Synopsis: (U//FOUO) Open Financial subfile.

Details:

Request Financial subfile opening.
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UNCLASSIFIED

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Complaint Form

Title: (U) Information Regarding Sikh Temple Shooting in Wisconsin

Date: 08/08/2012

To: 

Approved By: 

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609-Associates (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Complaint Synopsis: (U) Anonymous male caller indicated that

Received On: 08/06/2012

Receipt Method: Telephone

Incident Type: Criminal Activity

Complaint Details:

Investigative Operations Analyst (IOA) received an anonymous telephonic tip from an unidentified male caller indicating that

Caller stated that

Caller was confident that
Caller did not want to be involved or identified and hung up abruptly.
Title: (U)  
Date: 08/09/2012

To: 

From: MILWAUKEE  
MW-I-2  
Contact: 

Approved By: 

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609-Associates (U) Wade Michael Page;  
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;  

Synopsis: (U) Email identifying 

Details:  
The below e-mail chain documents CHS reporting that 

From: (MW) (FBI)  
Sent: Wednesday, August 08, 2012 12:25 AM  
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: RE: Site Intel Group Articles  

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED  

UNCLASSIFIED
Thanks for the info/update...

From: [Name] (WF) (FBI)
Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2012 11:03 PM
To: [Name]
Cc: [Name]
Subject: RE: Site Intel Group Articles

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED

Additional information from CHS:

In an effort to continue providing useful information, CHS provided the following information in relation to [Information]

Thanks,
[Name]

SA
WFO/NVRA/CT-9
(Office)
(Cell)
Thanks for these - we just got out of a conference - said he'll touch base with you when he's got a free minute (probably be tomorrow), he had to do an unexpected interview that took quite a while.

Thanks again for all your assistance with this - you guys rock.

V/R,

[Signature]

---

Here are the articles (I'm assuming these are the ones the AUSA wanted) - I've still got to write the
302 and get them into Sentinel. When you have a minute, do you mind giving me a call so I can figure out what you need for the AUSA and what we can do to help.

Good luck with everything up there.

Thanks,

WFO

CT-9

---

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED

---

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED

---

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED

---

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED

***
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Electronic Communication

Title: (U//FOUO) Biographical Summary

Date: 08/09/2012

From: MILWAUKEE
MW-SAS1
Contact: 

Approved By: 

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609-Associates (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist
Extremists;

Synopsis: (U//FOUO) The following electronic communication is a
summary of the biographical information for the following associate

Details:
The following electronic communication is a summary of the biographical
information for the following subject:

NAME: 

ALIASES: referenced from NCIC

DOB: (Source: NCIC)

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO
Title: (U//FOUO) Biographical Summary
Re: 266N-KW-2440609-Associates, 08/09/2012

(Source: NCIC)

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION:

(Source: NCIC)

ADDRESS:

(Source: DL)
Title: (U//FOUO) Biographical Summary
Re: 266N-MW-2440609-Associates, 08/09/2012

PHONE NUMBER: (Source: Lexis-Nexis)

DL Number: (Source: DL)

CRIMINAL HISTORY:

ASSOCIATIONS: (Source:)

VEHICLES: (Source: Lexis-Nexis)

RELATIONSHIP TO SUBJECT: Possible associate, identified by
Title: Biographical Summary
Re: 266N-MM-2440609-Associates, 08/09/2012

Associations/ Substantive FBI Hits
Case Narrative

Associate [redacted] is an associate of deceased subject PAGE, Wade Michael. He was interviewed on 08/05/2012 by SA [redacted]. He referenced in case 266N-MW-2440609, [redacted]. He became acquainted with the subject [redacted].
and socialized with him approximately
The last time _______ saw PAGE was on June 30, 2012, when
characterized the meeting as
"harmless". _______ thought PAGE was a quiet, laid back, well-mannered individual. _______ was shocked to hear that PAGE had done the shooting and did not know why this group was targeted.
referenced by _______
Title: (U//FOGO) Biographical
Summary

From: MILWAUKEE
MW-5AS1
Contact: 

Approved By: 

Drafted By: 

Date: 08/09/2012

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609-Associates (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U//FOGO) The following electronic communication is a
summary of the biographical information for the following associate

Details:

The following electronic communication is a summary of the biographical
information for the following subject:

NAME: 

ALIASES: 

DOB: (Source: NCIC)

UNCLASSIFIED//FOGO
Title: (U//FOUO) Biographical Summary
Re: 266N-MW-2440609-Associates, 08/08/2012

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION:

SSAN:
(Source: CP Clear)

ADDRESS:

PHONE NUMBER:
(Old Phone Number - Source: CP C
(New Phone Number)
Biographical Summary

Re: 266N-MW-2440509-Associates, 08/08/2012

- Source: CP Clear) / CP Clear)

Criminal History:

Veiches:
(Source: CP C

Relationship to Subject:

Association / Substantive FBI Hits:

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

3
UNCLASSIFIED//FOOU

Title: (U//FOOU) Biographical Summary
Re: 266N-MW-2440609-Associates, 08/08/2012

CASE NARRATIVE

was interviewed on 08/06/2012 by SA referenced in case# 266N-MW-2440609, and the subject on the social media website "Facebook". In October 2011, PAGE moved from North Carolina to Wisconsin

UNCLASSIFIED//FOOU
Investigators were given consent to search laptop and external hard drive. During the search four cassette tapes titled...
Title: (U) Empire Falls

Date: 08/13/2012

To:

From: MILWAUKEE
MW-L-Z
Contact: 

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 266M-MW-2440609-Associates (U) Wade Michael Page;
ACT - White Supremacist
Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) To document research into the band Empire Falls.

Enclosure(s): Enclosed are the following items:
1. (U) Disk with web pages and images

Details:

In reference to Orion lead
YA conducted research
into the band Empire Falls. Copies of noted web pages and images where
deeded necessary are included in a hard copy 1A envelope.
Title: (U) Empire Falls
Re: 266N-MR-2440609-Associates, 08/13/2012

Should more identifying information be located, these checks should be repeated.

Sentinel checks for the full names listed above and the term Empire Falls were mostly negative.

It is highly recommended that Milwaukee case agents contact the case agent for additional information about
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Electronic Communication

Title: (U//FOO) Biographical

Date: 08/13/2012

From: MILWAUKEE
MW-3A81
Contact:

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 2668-MW-2440609-Associates (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U//FOO) The following electronic communication is a
summary of the biographical information for the following associate

Details:

The following electronic communication is a summary of the
biographical information for the following associate:

BIOGRAPHIC DETAILS

NAME:

ALIASES:
ASSOCIATIONS:

VEHICLES:

RELATIONSHIP TO SUBJECT:

ASSOCIATIONS/SUBSTANTIVE FBI HITS

EC summarizes investigative activity and identifies

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO
UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

Title: [U//FOUO] Biographical Summary
Re: 266N-MJ-2440609-Associates, 06/10/2012

CASE NARRATIVE

was an associate of the deceased subject Page, Wade Michael, and PAGE have been confirmed to be

In a summarized interview on 08/06/2012, met with WADE in 2000 at the Rocky Mountain Heritage Concert in Denver. This was a white supremacist concert and Wade was in a band. and PAGE lost contact with each other until 2008-2009 when a mutual friend reconnected them again. In late 2009, early 2010 Wade lost his house and Wade moved out. Wade moved out in October 2011 called approximately 5-6 weeks ago and discussed. Approximately three (3) weeks ago indicated that everything was fine. and to inform him of what happened. believes that WADE chose the temple

In an interview with indicated that

**

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO
UNCLASSIFIED

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: INSERT
Date: 08/13/2012

Title: (U)

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609-Associates (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) Summary of database searches on

UNCLASSIFIED
The following investigation was conducted by Staff Operations Specialist (SOS) [redacted] at Milwaukee, Wisconsin, on August 12, 2012.

Open source and FBI resources were searched for records related to [redacted] The following information was obtained.

A Lexis Nexis query of the name [redacted] produced the following record:

A TIME System query was done on [redacted] Department of Transportation files identified [redacted] as:

According to NCIC, [redacted]

An Internet search of the [redacted] produced numerous links, none of which produced additional information on the aforementioned subject.

A CLEAR search of the name [redacted] produced no new information.
Title: (U/FOUO) Biographical Summary

From: MILWAUKEE
MW-SAS1
Contact:

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Date: 08/14/2012

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609-Associates (U) Wade Michael Page; AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U/FOUO) The following electronic communication is a summary of the biographical information for the following associate:

Details:

The following electronic communication is a summary of the biographical information for the following associate:

NAME:
ALIASES:
DOB:
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION:
SSN:
ADDRESS:
DL#:
CRIMINAL HISTORY:
ASSOCIATIONS:
VEHICLES:

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO
ASSOCIATIONS/SUBSTANTIVE FBI HITS

CASE NARRATIVE

Associate Michael was interviewed on 08/06/2012 by Special Agents referenced in case# 266N-MW-2440609, Serial 241. had not seen or heard from Page

deceased subject PAGE, Wade
in approximately six or seven weeks prior to the shootings. PAGE ended contact with The last time was in Milwaukee was the weekend of was first made aware of the Temple shootings on the morning of 08/05/2012 by informed that PAGE was likely the individual responsible for the shootings at the Temple.
UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Title: (U//FOUO) Biographical Summaries

Date: 08/17/2012

To: 

From: MILWAUKEE

MW-I-1

Contact: 

Approved By: 

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609-Associates (U) Wade Michael Page;

AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U//FOUO) The following biographical profiles are provided for [redacted] who have been identified as having past contact with the main subject of this investigation, Wade Michael PAGE. It should be noted that information obtained from open source databases, most particularly addresses and telephone numbers, may not be current or reliable. Queries were also conducted in NCIC, ACS, [redacted].

Details:

(U//FOUO)

DOB: 

SSAN: 

Address: 

Telephone #: 

Possible Associated Addresses: 

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO
UNCLASSIFIED//FOO

Title: (U//FOO) Biographical
Summaries
Re: 266N-MW-2410609-Associates, 08/16/2012

_.

Criminal History: No NCIC records located

Pertinent Information:
UNCLASSIFIED

Title: (U//TS//SI) Biographical
Summaries
Re: 26GN-MW-2440609-Associates, 08/16/2012

SENTINEL contains □ files referencing □

(U//TS//SI)

DOB:

SSAN:

Address:

Telephone #: □

Possible Associated Addresses:

Criminal History: No NCIC records located

UNCLASSIFIED
Pertinent Information:

Open Source records indicated he may be

OTHER Sealed pursuant to US Court Order

***
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Electronic Communication

Title: (U//FOUO) Biographical
Summary

Date: 08/20/2012

From: MILWAUKEE
MW-SASI
Contact:

Approved By: 

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609-Associates (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U//FOUO) The following electronic communication is a
summary of the biographical information for the following associate

Details:

The following electronic communication is a summary of the
biographical information for the following associate:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DOB:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSN:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADDRESS:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROFESSIONAL LICENSES:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRIMINAL HISTORY:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

Serial 15
ASSOCIATIONS/SUBSTANTIVE FBI HITS

CASE NARRATIVE

Associate of deceased subject PAGE, Wade Michael. was interviewed on 08/07/2012 by Special
Agents described PAGE as being involved with a band and drinking heavily which resulted in PAGE being arrested for a DUI. PAGE had trouble keeping a job due to his drinking and because he could not afford the rent. PAGE moved to Milwaukee and found employment at a warehouse. PAGE has had limited contact with PAGE with the most recent contact being approximately six months ago when PAGE intoxicated. When asked about PAGE's involvement in the Sikh Temple shooting, was surprised and stated, "I didn't think he had the guts to do it". stated PAGE never displayed violent tendencies or gave any indication that he wanted to harm anyone.
**FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION**

**Electronic Communication**

**Title:** (U//FOUO) Biographical Summary

**Date:** 08/22/2012

**From:** MILWAUKEE

MW-SAS1

**Contact:**

---

**Case ID #:** 266N-MW-2440609-Associates (U) Wade Michael Page;

AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

**Synopsis:** (U//FOUO) The following electronic communication is a summary of the biographical information for the following associate:

---

**Details:**

The following electronic communication is a summary of the biographical information for the following associate:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DOB:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSAN:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADDRESS:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHONE NUMBER:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DL#:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRIMINAL HISTORY:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASSOCIATIONS:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VEHICLES:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO**

---

*Serial 14*
Biographical Summary

Re: 266N-NW-2440609-Associates, 08/21/2012

MILITARY EXPERIENCE

ASSOCIATIONS/SUBSTANTIVE FBI HITS

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO
Biographical Summary

Re: 266N-MW-2440609-Associates, 08/21/2012

CASE NARRATIVE

Associate __________ of deceased subject PAGE, Wade Michael. __________ was interviewed on 08/08/2012 by Special Agents __________ referenced in case# 266N-MW-2440609, Serial 392. Attorney __________ telephonically contacted the FBI and advised his client, __________ wanted to cooperate. __________ first met PAGE in late 1995 or early 1996 while in the United States Army (USA), at Fort Bragg, NC.

PAGE would go out for a beer. __________ advised that during this time frame, PAGE was sent to ADAPCEP, a USA drug and alcohol counseling program. PAGE told __________ that he did not have a drinking problem. After leaving the USA, PAGE traveled to the western United States and expressed an interest in becoming a mechanic. PAGE maintained contact with __________ via the mail during his travels. From approximately 2002-2003 through approximately 2007-2008, PAGE __________ because of the money problems PAGE was having at the time. __________ during this time period and as a result does not recall the exact periods PAGE
PAGE talked to about the personal drama between white power band members. PAGE said that some white power band members were talented enough to play anywhere but because of the nature of music couldn't play elsewhere. He said other white power band members had no talent and could not play anywhere else. advised his interactions with PAGE were in person or by telephone. did not have an e-mail address for PAGE, but advised that he probably had it in 2010. was asked if he recalled an e-mail address using the name "jackboot." He did not. advised that shortly after he was interviewed by the FBI (which he recalled as occurring in , he called PAGE and told him he could not have any further contact with him. explained that he understood. last saw PAGE in August 2010. advised that to the best of his knowledge he and have had no contact with PAGE since then. went over PAGE's personal and knowledge in racial hate groups. has no idea why PAGE attacked the Sikhs. They had previously talked in the context of their military service that to shoot a woman or anyone in the back was unmanly. heard reports that PAGE had shot a Sikh woman in the back during the attack, and he was having a hard time understanding PAGE's actions.

**
UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Electronic Communication

Title: (U//FOUO) Bioographical
Summary

Date: 08/22/2012

From: MILWAUKER
MW-SAS1
Contact:

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609-Associates (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U//FOUO) The following electronic communication is a
summary of the biographical information for the following associate

Details:

The following electronic communication is a summary of the
biographical information for the following associate:

NAME:
DOB:

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION:
SSAN:

ADDRESS:

PHONE NUMBER:
OLN / OLS:

CRIMINAL HISTORY:
STATE ID:
FBI NO:
ASSOCIATIONS:

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO
UNCLASSIFIED//FOCO

Title: (U//FOCO) Biographical Summary
Re: 266N-MW-2440609-Associates, 08/21/2012

CASE NARRATIVE

Associate [Redacted] of deceased subject PAGE, Wade Michael, [Redacted] was interviewed on 08/07/2012 by Special Agents [Redacted] referenced in case #266N-MW-2440609, Serial 239. [Redacted] stated he sporadically with PAGE and acknowledged he knew him through [Redacted]. He last physically saw PAGE in [Redacted] noted that [Redacted] had been unable to reach PAGE recently and that it was as if he had "dropped off the edge of the earth". [Redacted] had no indication from PAGE that he was planning such an event and said he never heard him say anything radical. [Redacted] saw no postings by PAGE on any forum sites nor did he know of anything he may have posted on Facebook.

[Redacted] did not think PAGE had a job, was married or had children and said his move to Wisconsin was recent. [Redacted] believed PAGE lived in North Carolina prior to his move to Wisconsin, and he thought the move was [Redacted] did not know who PAGE had as close friends nor did he know that PAGE [Redacted] admitted that

***

UNCLASSIFIED//FOCO

3
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
FOI/PA
DELETED PAGE INFORMATION SHEET
FOI/PA# 1201713-1

Total Deleted Page(s) = 1
Page 1 ~ Duplicate;

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
X Deleted Page(s) X
X No Duplication Fee X
X For this Page X
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Title: (U//FOC) Subfile Opening Document

Date: 08/08/2012

To: 

From: MILWAUKEE
MW-5
Contact: 

Approved By: 

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609
(U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U//FOC) subfile opening.

Details:

subfile opening.

**